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https://hwb.gov.wales/curriculum-for-wales/designing-your-curriculum/principles-for-designing-your-curriculum/
https://hwb.gov.wales/curriculum-for-wales
https://hwb.gov.wales/curriculum-for-wales/designing-your-curriculum/




Principles of progression in the Humanities

Increasing breadth 
and depth of 
knowledge

Increasing 
effectiveness as a 

learner

Deepening 
understanding of the 
ideas and disciplines

Refinement and 
growing sophistication 

in the use and 
application of skills

Making connections 
and transferring 

learning into new 
contexts

Principles of progression in the Humanities.pptx

https://hwbwave15-my.sharepoint.com/:p:/g/personal/robertsm1078_hwbcymru_net/ETFcw25z20FBnffOXUvKuj8BStpATb2F6V-_o3NyRZzNhw?e=4WcPnd


Humanities - What Matters Statements Concepts integral to the WMS

Enquiry, exploration and investigation inspire

curiosity about the world, its past, present and

future

Questioning; Evidence; Evaluation;
Ethics; Judgements.

Events and human experiences are complex, and

are perceived, interpreted and represented in

different ways

Seeking meaning; Representation,
Perspectives; Making judgements;
Interpretations; Significance;
Ultimate and Philosophical Questions; Validity.

Our natural world is diverse and dynamic, 

influenced by processes and human actions.

Interrelationships between humans and the natural
world; Cause and effect; Change and continuity; 
Significance; Place, space and physical processes.

Human societies are complex and diverse, and

shaped by human actions and beliefs

Chronology; Change and
continuity; diversity; Cause and
effect; Interconnectedness; Community; Identity
and belonging; Authority and governance.

Informed, self-aware citizens engage with the 

challenges and opportunities that face humanity, 

and are able to take considered and ethical action

Citizenship; Authority and governance;
Interconnectedness; Justice and equality;
Enterprise; Rights, Social Action and Responsiblity.



https://hwb.gov.wales/curriculum-for-wales/humanities/descriptions-of-learning/
https://hwb.gov.wales/curriculum-for-wales/humanities/descriptions-of-learning/


Progression in Skills

Skills within and across AoLE e.g.

• Enquiry inc. questioning, 
hypothesising, data collection, 
analysing, interpretation, 
drawing evidenced 
conclusions and 
reflection/evaluation

• Inference, Interpretation and 
justification of views and 
opinions

• Describe, explain and evaluate 
physical processes and human 
action and the inter-
relationships between them

• Critical thinking and problem 
solving

Cross-Curricular Skills

• Literacy

• Numeracy

• Digital Competence

Integral Skills

• Creativity and Innovation

• Critical thinking and Problem 
solving

• Personal effectiveness

• Planning and Organisation

Humanities: Designing your 
curriculum - Hwb 
(gov.wales)

https://hwb.gov.wales/curriculum-for-wales/humanities/designing-your-curriculum/#cross-curricular-skills-and-integral-skills
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Active engagement between the learner and 
practitioner on a regular basis is at the heart 
of supporting learner progression.

To be truly effective all those involved with a 
learner’s journey need to collaborate and 
work together.

The foundation for this engagement and 
partnership is establishing:
• where learners are in their learning
• where they need to go in their learning
• what needs to be done for them to get 

there, taking account of any barriers to 
their learning

https://hwb.gov.wales/curriculum-for-wales/assessment-arrangements/supporting-learner-progression-assessment-guidance/
https://hwb.gov.wales/curriculum-for-wales/assessment-arrangements/supporting-learner-progression-assessment-guidance/


What do practitioners need from assessment?

Relevant, 
practical 

and 
accessible 

information

Formative 
assessment

Time to talk 
and listen

Holistic 
approach

Professional 
dialogue





Who are we planning for?

How do we build on prior learning?

What concepts are we developing?

How do we plan for progression?

How do we build in sufficient flexibility?

How can planning be responsive to learners and their contexts?

How will we evaluate and review the impact of our planning?





Example of planning progression – depth and sophistication
Statement of what matters: Human societies are complex and diverse and shaped by human actions and beliefs

Progression step 3 – description of learning:

• I can identify and explain the main causes and effects of events in a range of contexts, and I can recognise how these impact 
communities and societies.

Progression step 4 – description of learning:

• I can explain and analyse the causes of a range of events and changes in the past and present, and can appreciate how causes can 
often be interconnected and differ in importance.

• I can explain and analyse the effects and consequences of a range of events and changes in the past and present, and understand 
that they differ in importance.

Child development:
• Thinks more abstractly
• More idealistic - concerned with 

philosophy, politics and social 
issues

• Reasons more logically
• Thinks long-term
• Sets goals
• Compares oneself to their peer
• Comprehend abstract and 

figurative language

Progression
• Explain how a community/society has developed and changed over time
• Understand the reasons why a range of events and changes have taken 

place
• Offer opinions on the connections between the causes of events and 

changes
• Offer opinions on the relative importance of causes.
• Describe and explain the effects and consequences of events and 

changes
• Explain why consequences differ in importance



Conceptual understanding
In exploring the theme of 'Special Places', primary and secondary teachers of the Gwynedd 
Network considered how learners' conceptual understanding could be developed
"Our natural world is diverse and dynamic, influenced by processes and human actions"
"Human societies are complex and diverse, and shaped by human actions and beliefs"

Click here to see a 
pdf version of Page 
4 of the Jamboard

https://hwbwave15-my.sharepoint.com/:b:/g/personal/lordp2_hwbcymru_net/ERNUwZE2MWpJu45nvfVom-ABiekQbUGE61DEtnt1Z1WTng?e=e5XO9H


Curriculum Design -
Approaches to Curriculum 
Design (google.com)

https://sites.google.com/hwbcymru.net/gwe-secondary-curriculumdesign/approaches-to-curriculum-design




Unpacking the statements of what matters in the Humanities

What are the key concepts 
that need to be developed 
within this statement?

How can we create authentic 
contexts for learning and 
draw on the experiences of 
the learner/community?

What experiences could 
support the learning in this 
area?

Are there any opportunities 
to address the cross-
curricular themes?

Can we make links and 
connections to other 
statements and/or other 
AoLEs?

How does this statement 
support the 4 Purposes?

Humanities
WMS

Enquiry, exploration and investigation inspire 
curiosity about the world, its past, present and 
future

Events and human experiences are complex, 
and are perceived, interpreted and represented 
in different ways

Our natural world is diverse and dynamic, 
influenced by processes and human actions

Human societies are complex and diverse, and 
shaped by human actions and beliefs

Informed, self-aware citizens engage with the 
challenges and opportunities that face 
humanity, and are able to take considered and 
ethical action



Padlet.png

https://hwbwave15-my.sharepoint.com/:i:/g/personal/lordp2_hwbcymru_net/EeiLD3ui-jpMvXfGHAQX7hcBRv_HNZDNZbm3OE_d_jniUA?e=fj4FcP


Events and human experiences are complex, and are perceived, interpreted and represented in different ways.
We encounter and make sense of the world though a variety of events and experiences. Humanities encourages learners to critically review the ways these events and experiences are perceived, interpreted
and represented. As they form their own informed viewpoints and recognise those of others, learners can also develop self-awareness. Learning how various worldviews and factors can influence their own and
others’ perceptions and interpretations will encourage learners to develop an appreciation of how contexts influence the constructions of narratives and representations. By exploring how and why
interpretations may differ and by critical understanding of a range of interpretations and representations derived from a variety of evidence, they will be better placed to evaluate their validity.
This aspect of the Area will encourage the exploration of concepts, including seeking meaning, making judgements, ultimate and philosophical questions, representations, perspectives, interpretations,
significance and validity.

What are the key concepts that need to be developed within 
this statement?

• Seeking meaning – making sense of the world –
through different perspectives/lenses

• Explore concepts
• Interpretations – interpretations may defer – explore 

how and why they differ
• Representations
• Ultimate and philosophical questions
• Influence
• Factors
• Making judgements
• Informed viewpoints – variety of evidence
• Form own viewpoints and recognise others
• Evaluate validity
• Explore how and why their own and other’ perceptions 

can be influenced.
• World views
• Develop self-awareness
• ‘Cynefin’ – local experiences
• Critically review events and experiences

How can we create authentic contexts for learning and draw on the experiences 

of the learner/community?

• Local industries

• The history of the local area

• Energy – effect over time and the impact to the future

• Climate change

• Palm oil         Deforestation      Fairtrade

• UNCRC - rights and responsibilities - countries not involved

• Disasters   Wars - effect locally, countries

• Homeless

• Black History focus – slavery

• Religion Non-religious - cultures - events, festivals, celebrations

• Different religions/communities/cultures within the school and local community

• Different religions in Wrexham

• Relationships - family, friends, people in the world

• Hollywood meets local priest

• Changes in own school - building, inquiry, investigation. 

• New school premises

• Representations, perspectives

• The rise and fall of something

• Debates linking to local issues e.g Speed humps, new housing estate, closing a 

school

• Responding to local and national issues

• Events such as Remembrance Day

• Reasons why we have a Polish hospital

What experiences could support the learning in this area?
What? Who?
• Transport horse tram bus train

• Maelor hospital choices in medicine, vaccinations, Covid

• Industry – Wrexham: leather, Industrial Revolution, market town,

• brewery, wool, coal - Gresford and Berhsam Colliery - Gresford disaster

• Industrial Estate- pharmaceutical, engineering, chemical, building

• Wrexham museum – local museums

• Looking at images of how an area has changed

• Looking at maps and how a local area has changed over time

• Artefacts

• Exposure to music, art and writing from other times/cultures/religions

• Guest speakers- from another generation/culture/locality/ religion

• Places of worship/reflection: St Giles Church – mosque, synagogue 

humanist?

• Taking a current local, national or international issue (Newsround)

• Field trips

• War graves - Ruabon Road – Polish grave – memorials - remembrance –

animals, 

• Memorials - Parish Church, e.g Elihu Yale

• Mold/Chester Hillforts/ Roman towns

• Plas Power – Celtic 

• Homes/Shelters

Are there any opportunities to address the cross-cutting 

themes?
Local, national and international context
Exploring local history, environment and compare nationally and 
internationally
Careers and work-related education (CWRE)
• Rights, human rights, animal rights lawyers, 
• Sustainability
• Politicians
• Activists
• Historians – Geographers – Philosophers
• Jobs that no longer don't exist
Human rights educations and the United Nations Convention on the 
Rights of the Child (UNCRC) and Diversity
• Employment rights, child rights, human rights, 
• Roles of different people and their contributions
Relationships and sexuality education
• LGBTQ+ lesbian, gay, bisexual, transgender, and queer (or 

questioning).
• Historical immigrants, e.g Polish community
• RSE
• Diversity

Can we make links and connections to other statements and/or 
other AoLEs?

SaT -changes over time
LLC – historical evidence, sources, debates, balanced arguments
Interviews, inference,
MaN –Research, data, timelines, graphs, maps
ExpA – how events are expressed through art. Dance and drama 
from other cultures
Film and digital media- propaganda videos
HaW – choices and the impact made, rights and responsibilities, 
Impact on people's health/ wellbeing

WM1
WM3
WM4
WM5

How does this statement support the 4 Purposes?
ambitious, capable learners who:

• are building up a body of knowledge and have the skills to connect and apply that 
knowledge in different contexts

• can communicate effectively in different forms and settings, using both Welsh and 

English
• can explain the ideas and concepts they are learning about › can use number 

effectively in different contexts
• use digital technologies creatively to communicate, find and analyse information

• undertake research and evaluate critically what they find

healthy, confident individuals who:
• have secure values and are establishing their spiritual and ethical beliefs

• are building their mental and emotional well-being by developing confidence, 
resilience and empathy

• take measured decisions about lifestyle and manage risk

• Developing empathy
enterprising, creative contributors who:

• lead and play different roles in teams effectively and responsibly 
• express ideas and emotions through different media

ethical, informed citizens who:

• find, evaluate and use evidence in forming views
• engage with contemporary issues based upon their knowledge and values

• understand and exercise their human and democratic responsibilities and rights
• understand and consider the impact of their actions when making choices and 

acting

• are knowledgeable about their culture, community, society and the world, now and 
in the past

• respect the needs and rights of others, as a member of a diverse society

• show their commitment to the sustainability of the planet

• Being self aware



https://hwbwave15-my.sharepoint.com/:v:/g/personal/jamesb143_hwbcymru_net/EaHdBrO3UY9JllO5u7WR66UBXwHBPpJ-KWde92J2jtjG9A?e=sY9dQV




Y Dyniaethau / Humanities
Statements of what matters

ENQ
Enquiry, exploration and investigation inspire curiosity about the 
world, its past, present and future.

INT
Events and human experiences are complex, and are perceived, 
interpreted and represented in different ways.

NW
Our natural world is diverse and dynamic, influenced by 
processes and human actions.

HS
Human societies are complex and diverse, and shaped by human 
actions and beliefs.

SAC
Informed, self-aware citizens engage with the challenges and opportunities 
that face humanity, and are able to take considered and ethical action.

Four purposes

Ambitious, capable learners who are 
ready to learn throughout their lives.

C
Enterprising, creative contributors who are 
ready to play a full part in life and work.

E
Ethical, informed citizens who are ready to 
be citizens of Wales and the world.

H
Healthy, confident individuals who are ready to 
lead fulfilling lives as valued members of society.

Other AOLEs

Y Celfyddydau Mynegiannol
Expressive Arts

Iechyd a Lles
Health and Well-being

Ieithoedd, Llythrennedd a Chyfathrebu
Languages, Literacy and Communication

Mathemateg a Rhifedd
Mathematics and Numeracy

Gwyddoniaeth a Thechnoleg
Science and Technology

Cross-cutting themes

Local, national and international 

contexts

Careers and work-related experiences 

Human rights education

Diversity

Relationships and sexuality education

Cross-curricular skills

Literacy

Numeracy

Digital 
competence



Should we still commemorate those involved in the transatlantic slave 
trade?



Statements of what matters

ENQ
Enquiry, exploration and investigation inspire 
curiosity about the world, its past, present and 
future.

INT
Events  and human experiences are complex, 
and are perceived, interpreted and represented 
in di fferent ways.

NW
Our natural world is diverse and dynamic, 
influenced by processes and human actions.

HS
Human societies are complex and diverse, and 
shaped by human actions and beliefs.

SAC
Informed, self-aware citizens engage with the 
challenges and opportunities that face humanity, and 
are able to take considered and ethical action.

Should we still commemorate those involved in 
the transatlantic slave trade?

Year 8

What do 
learners need 

to know?
Four purposes

Ambitious, capable learners who are ready to 
learn throughout their l ives.

C
Enterprising, creative contributors who are 
ready to play a  full part in life and work.

E
Ethical, informed ci tizens who are ready to be 
ci tizens of Wales and the world.

H
Healthy, confident individuals who are ready to lead 
fulfilling lives as valued members of society.

Prior Knowledge( Progression Step 3: Outcomes(Progression Step 4):

I can identify and explain the main causes and effects of events in a range of 
contexts, and I can recognise how these impact communities and societies. 

I can describe and explain the ways in which my life is similar and different 
to others, and I understand that not everyone shares the same experiences, 
beliefs and viewpoints. 

I hav e an understanding that injustice and inequality  exist in societies. I also 

hav e an understanding of  what human rights are and why  they  are important to 

me and other people. 

I can explain and analyse the causes of a range of events and changes in the 
past and present, and can appreciate how causes can often be 
interconnected and differ in importance.

I can analyse and explain the diverse stories, beliefs and experiences of 
people in societies in my locality and in Wales, as well as in the wider world.

I can explain and analyse why injustice and inequality exist and can do so in a 
range of contexts. 

I can explain the importance of the roles played by individuals, societies, 
social movements and governments in defending people’s human rights.

Cross-cutting themes

Local , national and international contexts

Careers and work-related experiences 

Human rights education

Diversity

Relationships and sexuality education

HISTORY

Modern slavery

The origins of the 
transatlantic slave trade

Africa before the 
transatlantic slave trade

Welsh individuals involved 
in the slave trade

Welsh industry and the 
slave trade

Abolition of the slave 
trade

Triangular trade

Existence of slavery in 
Britain

Stories of former slaves

Black Lives Matter and 
protest movements



Should we still commemorate those involved in the transatlantic slave 
trade?

Year 8

What do learners need to know?

• What i s modern slavery?
https ://www.antislavery.org/slavery-
today/modern-slavery/
• What examples of modern slavery are there 

loca lly, nationally and globally?
https ://www.walesonline.co.uk/news/wales-
news/modern-slavery-wales-trafficking-gwent-
17225261
• Understand modern slavery in urban and rural 

contexts
https ://www.modernslaveryeducation.com/take-
action
• Understand the scale of modern s lavery
• Efforts  to tackle modern s lavery in Wales, the 

UK and across the globe.
• How should we tackle modern slavery?

Theme/ title:  Modern Slavery

What skills will be developed?

Learners will look at various stories of those 
involved in modern slavery in Wales, Britain and 
globally

• Oracy – learners l isten to information 
about examples of modern slavery

• Oracy - Discuss opposing viewpoints 
how civi lised Africa was

• Cons ider their own views and reflect on those of 
others

Reading
• Use a  range of reading s trategies to locate 

information
• Read texts with concentration and find relevant 

information
Writing
• Summarise and synthesise information 
• present ideas and information objectively

Integral skills
Critical thinking and problem-solving - Learners 
should be supported to ask meaningful questions, 

and to evaluate information, evidence and 
s i tuations.

Key concepts: inequality; injustice;  cause and consequence

Links to statements of What Matter

learners are to question and 
think cri tically

Human Society  – to explain
and diverse s tories on human 
experience in the present

Ethically Informed – look at the 
injustice and justice

Prior Knowledge( Progression Step 3: Outcomes(Progression Step 4):

1. I can identify and explain the main causes and effects 
of events in a range of contexts, and I can recognise 
how these impact communities and societies. 

2. I have an understanding that injustice and inequality 

exist in societies. I also have an understanding of what 
human rights are and why they are important to me 
and other people. 

1. I can explain and analyse the causes of a range of 
events and changes in the past and present, and can 
appreciate how causes can often be interconnected 
and differ in importance.

2. I can explain and analyse the effects and consequences 
of a range of events and changes in the past and 
present, and understand that they differ in importance.

3. I can explain and analyse why injustice and inequality 
exist and can do so in a range of contexts. 

How does this link to the Four Purposes?

Build a body of knowledge
Communicate effectively in English
Explain ideas and concepts

Evaluate and use different evidence
Are knowledgeable about the past

Have secure values

Cross-cutting themes

Involvement of Wales in the transatlantic slave 
trade

NGO work; border force; police

Article 17 -Every child has the right to reliable
information from a variety of sources,

Recognising and celebrating the diverse nature 
of society

Exploitation

Assessment

Links to AOLEs

https://www.antislavery.org/slavery-today/modern-slavery/
https://www.walesonline.co.uk/news/wales-news/modern-slavery-wales-trafficking-gwent-17225261
https://www.modernslaveryeducation.com/take-action


Should we still commemorate those involved in the transatlantic slave 
trade?

Year 8

What do learners need to know?

• What are perceptions about Africa today
• Understand diversity in Africa is today
• Understand how diverse Africa was in the 16th

century
• The importance of trade in 16th Africa and 

connections with Europe
• The nature of various African kingdoms in the 

16th century e.g. Benin or Zimbabwe
• The perceptions of Europeans in the 16th

century with relation to Africa
• What the Europeans believed about Africa in 

the 16th century
• The existence of s lavery in Africa before the 

development of the transatlantic slave trade
• Justi fications of the Europeans to involve 

themselves in the s lave trade

https ://www.blackhistorymonth.org.uk/article/sec
tion/history-of-slavery/africa-before-transatlantic-
ens lavement/
https ://ldhi.library.cofc.edu/exhibits/show/african
passageslowcountryadapt/introductionatlanticwor

ld/slaverybeforetrade
https ://www.liverpoolmuseums.org.uk/history-of-
s lavery/west-africa

Theme/ title:  Africa  before the transatlantic s lave trade

What skills will be developed?

Learners will look at various images, maps and 
sources that will help them explore Africa before 
the advent of transatlantic slave trade

• Oracy – learners l isten to information 
and ideas on perceptions and facts 
about Africa past and present

• Oracy - Discuss opposing viewpoints 
how civi lised Africa was

• Cons ider their own views and reflect on those of 
others

Reading
• Use a  range of reading s trategies to locate 

information
• Make inferences and deductions from primary 

sources
Writing
• Summarise and synthesise information to help 

form an answer to deal with the interpretation 
question

• present ideas and information objectively

Integral skills
Critical thinking and problem-solving - Learners 
should be supported to ask meaningful questions, 
and to evaluate information, evidence and 
s i tuations.

Key concepts: divers ity;  human action; settlements; consumerism;  interconnectedness

Links to statements of What Matter

learners are to question and 
think cri tically

Interpretation – use a  range of 
materials; cri tically review 
perceptions of Africa now and 
in the past; begin to look at 
different interpretation

Human Society – look at the 
experiences of Africans before 
s lavery and begin explore 
diversity

Prior Knowledge( Progression Step 3: Outcomes(Progression Step 4):

1. I can infer and compare people’s opinions, viewpoints 
and interpretations from sources and evidence.

2. I can describe and explain similarities and differences 

between people’s lives both in the past and present

3. I can describe and explain the ways in which my life is 
similar and different to others, and I understand that 
not everyone shares the same experiences, beliefs and 

viewpoints. 

1. I can infer and evaluate opinions, viewpoints and 
interpretations from a range of sources and evidence in 
order to develop my own informed judgements.

2. I can use my knowledge and understanding to analyse 

and explain how different communities and societies 
have changed over time, in my locality and in Wales, as 
well as in the wider world.

3. I can analyse and explain the diverse stories, beliefs 
and experiences of people in societies in my locality 

and in Wales, as well as in the wider world.

How does this link to the Four Purposes?

Build a body of knowledge
Communicate effectively in English
Explain ideas and concepts

Evaluate and use different evidence
Are knowledgeable about the past

Have secure values

Cross-cutting themes

Involvement of Wales in the transatlantic slave 
trade

Article 17 -Every child has the right to reliable
information from a variety of sources,

Recognising and celebrating the diverse nature 
of society

Assessment

‘I am apt to suspect the Negroes to be naturally inferior 
to the Whites. There scarcely ever was a civilised nation 
of that complexion, nor even any individual, eminent 
either in action or in speculation. No ingenious 
manufacture among them, no arts, no sciences.’
David Hulme, Scottish philosopher expressing his views 
in the 18th century
How valid is this interpretation of Africa before the 
transatlantic slave trade?

Links to AOLEs

https://www.blackhistorymonth.org.uk/article/section/history-of-slavery/africa-before-transatlantic-enslavement/
https://ldhi.library.cofc.edu/exhibits/show/africanpassageslowcountryadapt/introductionatlanticworld/slaverybeforetrade
https://www.liverpoolmuseums.org.uk/history-of-slavery/west-africa


Humanities 
Webinar

Webinar objectives:

By the end of this webinar we should have:
• Started to developed a shared understanding of the 

learning continuum
• Considered approaches to planning and assessment
• Explored effective pedagogical approaches within and 

beyond the AoLE



A purpose driven curriculum

Successful Futures, (WG 2015)Different ways of making progress

Positive 
learning 

outcomes





12 pedagogical principles

4 overall purposes Sustained effort
Blend of 

approaches

Problem solving, 
creative, critical

Build on previous 
knowledge and 

generate interest
Authentic contexts

Assessment for 
Learning

Making 
connections within 

and across AoLE

Cross curricular 
responsibilities

Encourage to take 
increasing 

responsibility

Social and 
emotional 

development

Encourages 
Collaboration

Chapter 5Chapter 5

Implementation and
practical considerations

https://hwb.gov.wales/curriculum-for-wales/designing-your-curriculum/implementation-and-practical-considerations/#pedagogy
https://hwb.gov.wales/curriculum-for-wales/designing-your-curriculum/implementation-and-practical-considerations/#pedagogy


12 pedagogical principles – some examples

4 overa ll purposes Sustained effort
Blend of 

approaches

Problem solving, 
creative, cri tical

Bui ld on previous 
knowledge and 

generate interest
Authentic contexts

Assessment for 
Learning

Making connections 
within and 

across AoLE

Cross  curricular 
responsibilities

Encourage to take 
increasing 

responsibility

Social and 
emotional 

development

Encourages 
Col laboration

Problem solving, creative 
thinking, critical thinking
• Understanding the problem
• Gathering information
• Create hypothesis
• Planning an investigation
• Identifying success criteria
• Monitoring progress
• Reflecting on progress/outcome
• Analysis and synthesis
• Making connections
• Explore ideas
• Collaboration

Authentic contexts
• Meaningful
• Bringing 'the world into range'
• Engage with real life issues, the 

challenges and opportunities facing 
humanity (local, national and global)

• Access resources / explore sources
• Using external expertise
• Demonstrate application of learning

Encourage to take increasing responsibility
• Metacognition / 'learning to learn'
• Thinking strategically
• Using a structure to achieve a goal or solve a problem
• Identify improvements
• Personal learning
• Collaboration



12 pedagogical principles – some examples

4 overa ll purposes Sustained effort
Blend of 

approaches

Problem solving, 
creative, cri tical

Bui ld on previous 
knowledge and 

generate interest
Authentic contexts

Assessment for 
Learning

Making connections 
within and 

across AoLE

Cross  curricular 
responsibilities

Encourage to take 
increasing 

responsibility

Social and 
emotional 

development

Encourages 
Col laboration

4 overall purposes
• Considered selection of 

teaching methods drawn from 
a wide repertoire of teaching 
and learning approaches

• Offering a balance of 
experiences

• Creative planning to provide 
rich learning

Blend of approaches
• A broad repertoire of teaching and 

learning approaches
• Teachers scaffolding the learning
• Direct teaching: clear 

purpose, success criteria, modelling, 
practice, regular insightful feedback

• Contructivism: discovery learning
• Contexts where learners can apply 

their learning in unfamiliar contexts

Building on previous knowledge and generate interest
• Set tasks, select resources that build on previous knowledge and experience and 

engage interest
• Respond to the range of aspirations, interests and experiences
• Avoiding a 'one size fits all' approach
• Avoiding assumptions, or separating pupils into superficial groupings
• Using the progression steps to select teaching and learning approaches that build 

from one step to the next and respond to the needs of the learners.



Considerations for provision of learning 
experiences

A range of 
opportunities to 
learn outdoors.

A range of 
opportunities to 
visit and explore.

A range of 
opportunities to 

engage with 
people and 

places 
and experiences.

A range of 
opportunitiesto 

observe 
or participate.



Learner involvement
Reflecting on the learning

• The selection of curriculum content should 
consider learners’ input and should provide 
increasing opportunities for learners to help direct 
their learning as they progress.

• Learners’ views about their experiences and about 
what, how and where they learn should be taken 
seriously when a curriculum is being designed.

• Participation is a key principle of the UNCRC and 
enabling participation will create an engaging 
curriculum that responds to learners’ interests, 
needs and priorities.

• It is also a process that supports a dialogue 
between learners and professionals. It needs to be 
safe, enabling and inclusive, and it is of itself a 
valuable learning experience, supporting inquiry 
and critical thinking.

Read more about ‘co-construction’ here.

Sharing their views

Input to curriculum content

https://www.unicef.org.uk/what-we-do/un-convention-child-rights/
https://hwb.gov.wales/curriculum-for-wales/designing-your-curriculum/implementation-and-practical-considerations/#co-construction


Enquiry, exploration, investigation

Skills: some examples from the statements

to question to think critically

to reflect on evidence gather

justify present findings

analyse evaluate

interpreting synthesise

informed conclusions improve methodology

formulate viewpoints explore

making judgements appreciate

Define

Identify 
parameter

Select and 
collect

Analyse and 
interpret

Review and 
Revise

Make sense of

Communicate

How can we help learners to develop and improve their 
skills, knowledge and understanding over time?



Posing good questions in the humanities
...If the what matters statements are the answers, what are the questions?

Questions that

• prompt genuine and relevant enquiry into the big 
ideas and core content;

• provoke deep thinking, discussion, enquiry, new 
understanding and new questions;

• require students to weigh evidence, support their 
ideas, consider alternatives and justify their 
answers;

• encourage continuous rethinking of prior learning 
and personal experiences;

• create opportunities for transfer to other 
situations and subjects;

• spark meaningful connections with prior learning 
and personal experiences;

• naturally recur, creating opportunities for transfer 
to other situations and subjects.

Wiggins and McTighe

What is a mosque? Do religious buildings and special 
places meet deep human needs and 
feelings of identity and belonging

Where does my food 
come from?

Can we feed the world, sustainably?

What was the Great Strike 
of 1900-1903?

How have workers' rights been 
established over time?



Teaching and learning 
about issues that may be 
controversial

• Religious beliefs

• Political allegiances

• Conflict

• Medical intervention, e.g. abortion, euthanasia, gender 
therapy.

• Race

• Gender and sexual identity, e.g. LGBTQ+

• Language and culture

• Employment rights

• Any others?





Celebrating the learning

• Communicating with a real audience, e.g. 
parents, governors, local councillors, public

• Using a digital platform, e.g. podcast, school 
radio project, You Tube channel

• Competitions, e.g. Young Enterprise, Welsh 
Heritage Schools Initiative, Urdd and 
National Eisteddfod

• Sharing new findings, e.g. People's 
Collection, Wikipedia/Wicipedia, citizen 
science projects

• Participating, e.g. role play 
exercises, conferences, public consultation 
exercises, partnership and exchange projects, 
performances
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